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This one-of-a-kind hand-painted wallcovering, 
was influenced by Natalia Miyar’s Cuban roots with a 

contemporary Miami twist. Natalia worked closely with Fromental 
to create a design that evolved from a number of cultural influences, 

including one of her favourite paintings, ‘La Jungla’, 
by Cuban artist Wifredo Lam.

“The summery turquoise, blue and green shades in this 
artwork resonate with me as they embody the Caribbean palette 

of both Cuba and of Miami, my hometown.”

Natalia Miyar

The painting informed the organic, abstract interpretation of 
geometric forms of the wall-covering and the rich colour palette. 

The design team was inspired by the lustre of semi-precious stones 
to further develop each vibrant shade. The result is a wallcovering 

that embodies the energising spirit of Caribbean warmth and style, 
the perfect backdrop for stylish entertaining.



IMAGE  Close-up of Ambia in Vedado

Natalia asked Fromental to magnify the 
shapes, forms and jewel tones within the artwork to 
create a large-scale abstract pattern with a positive 

energy. A specialist cracked eggshell inlay was selected 
to create the effect of bright colour-blocking from afar, 

with beautiful textural detailing up-close.

“We played with the design in watercolour to 
get the correct balance of colour, Fromental created 

incredible textures for each element of the paper. The 
vivid palette of blues, greens, turquoise and terracotta 

brings a playful yet sophisticated note to a room which 
is intended for year-round entertaining; there is a 

strong sense of summer in this design”.

Natalia Miyar



Technical Information

Material and Technique
Printed and Hand-Foiled on Waxed Paper.

Dimensions
Height - Standard panel height is up to 
3150mm/10ft which includes 150mm tolerance.

Taller panels are available with a surcharge.

Width - Standard panel width 
915mm/36” plus 15mm/ ½” trim.

Fromental wallcoverings are hand-made 
to order, tailored for each room.  From 
supplied elevations and floor plan, we 
will place the design and panel seaming 
to ensure optimal installation.
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Colourways

01 Vedado on Waxed Paper 02 Miramar on Waxed Paper 03 Malecón on Waxed Paper 04 Playa on Waxed Paper



Ambia in Malecón


